CRACK PRO® SM-125 DIRECT FIRE MELTER
WITH AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL

SM-125 Features:
- 125 Gallon Capacity
- Trailer Mounted
- Automatic Fuel Shut-Off
- Hydraulically Driven Agitation
- Automatic Temperature Control
- Anti-Splash Loading
- Storage Deck with Loading Ramp

**PRODUCT #| DESCRIPTION | WEIGHT**
---|---|---
E2810XD | SM-125 - Diesel Fuel Burner | 2,620 lbs.

* Call for pricing

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Height: 66"
- Loading Height: 57"
- Width: 78"
- Length: 192"
- Weight: 2,620 lbs.
- Engine: GX240 Honda

**STANDARD FEATURES:**
- Anti-Splash Loading
- Forward / Reverse Full Sweep Agitation

Shown in optional black